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Foreword
by
Árpád Göncz
President of Hungary
Dear Reader,
The author of this book is the emeritus library director
of a university library in Ireland. He has lived in thirtythree places between his Danubian birthplace, and his
Irish home. If anyone, Thomas Kabdebo is a real citizen
of the world.
He was rendered cosmopolitan by Hungarian history.
His homeland was twice trodden by occupying armies,
and as a consequence hundreds of thousands of its people
were forced to flee their country, making their living
elsewhere in the world. They were scholars, physical
workers, artists, or, as it happens: writers, like Kabdebo,
who had moved around the world, before finding Ireland,
his real second home. Ireland is a watchtower, wherefrom
he could, perhaps, see his own country more sharply, than
from nearby.
As a youngster he lived through two regime changes
in Hungary, plus an imprisonment, and a revolution, and
the loss of his first home. Wandering around the West
he could now look back to his youth, and express his
sentiments as a cosmopolitan.
The Danube is the most European of Europe’s rivers.
Its source is in the Black Forest in Germany, but by the
time it reaches Hungary, it is a wide, whispering, rolling
river that carries the message of Europe. It is generally
slow, but occasionally wild. But the message is understood
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by the people on its banks because its language is
Europe’s river language. This message is transmitted in all
of Kabdebo’s books, not only in his Danube book, and I
would hope that the readers of this memoir would discover
this super-national message. Not the least those readers
who read Kabdebo’s work in their English mother tongue.
His life echoes the knowledge that our river is eternal, it
floods the houses on its banks from time to time, then
it returns to its own riverbed, and carries peaceful ships
on its sheen. Floods, storms, smiling sunshine alternate as
part of the fate and fortune of Danubian inhabitants. The
voice this writer transmits reflects the river’s perennial
understanding.
I hope with my whole heart that Kabdebo’s readers
will identify with the multifold message in his book.
Árpád Göncz
President of Hungary, 1990-2000
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A BRIEF HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
1867: Austria and Hungary form the Austro-Hungarian
Dual Monarchy [pre-1914 extent indicated opposite >].
1914: World War I, Hungary enters on the German side.
1918: Austro-Hungarian Empire dissolved.
1919-1920: Post-WWI Treaty of Trianon (concluded June
1920) – Hungary loses over two-thirds of its territory
(mainly to Romania, Czechoslovakia & Yugoslavia,
also to Austria, Italy & Poland) [see map opposite >].
1919-1920: Liberal revolution, followed by Communist
revolution.
1920-1944: Under Admiral Horthy as Regent.
1938-1945: Following 1938 & 1939 Vienna Awards, Hungary
reoccupies some of its lost territories in Transylvania &
Slovakia (1939), and Bácska (1941) [see map opposite >].
1941-1944: Hungary at war, initially (and principally)
against the Soviet Union; half-a-million Jews are
deported to death camps in Poland and to labour
camps in Austria.
1944: Horthy regime ended by German occupation,
followed by Soviet invasion and occupation.
1945-1948: Three years of liberal democracy under president
Zoltán Tildy.
1949-1956: Communist rule under Mátyás Rákosi.
1956: Hungarian nationalist revolution repressed by the
Soviet army.
1957-1989: New communist rule under János Kádár.
1989: Velvet revolution and democracy, under Nationalist
party and proto-Socialist party.
2005: Hungary joins the EU.
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Post-1920 (& current) Hungary.
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Danubian Childhood

N

o matter where I am (I am now in Ireland), I
see the Danube when I close my eyes. From
our weekend house on a Danubian island called
Veranka, fifty yards from the edge of the river, I see
the river’s expanse, over half-a-mile wide, the small and
brilliant ripples on its sheen, the deep green forests on its
banks, the small white gulls flying over it, calling for food,
and the rise of the occasional fish from its depth.
I was born in Budapest, also a Danube town, where the
river is spanned by eleven bridges, but I was conceived in
our weekend house, in 1933, when it seemed to my elders
that the world was sound, although, menacingly, Hitler, in
neighbouring Germany, had grabbed power by cheating,
murder, looting, and rape. ‘He won’t come here,’ they said.
My father and mother had their first, unofficial
honeymoon on Veranka Island. Their parents on both
sides opposed their engagement – God knows why; they
are no longer around to be asked. My parents lived in
a provincial town called Baja, in the south of Hungary,
where my father’s grandfather was a rich industrialist,
while my mother’s father was the manager of a department
store. My mother’s family were ordinary middle-class folk;
my father’s ancestors were landed gentry, hailing from
Transylvania.
My father, Béla Kabdebó, was employed in his own
grandfather’s sawmill side of his business, a junior clerk at
the time of his courting my mother. She had been educated
in Paris. As the Danube flows a mile from the centre of
Baja, and its tributary, the Sugovica, half-circumnavigates
it, Baja’s people in general, and my parents in particular,
1
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sought their pastime in the main in pursuing water
sports. Both swam well (my father was local breaststroke
champion); he owned a rowing boat – of which, in time, I
was to be cox – and their favourite way to spend a Sunday,
before or after their marriage, was to go rowing miles and
miles up and down the Danube, exploring inlets, hidden
bays, springs, abandoned bath houses. My father fished,
my mother sat next to him reading her French novels.
Because their parents were against the marriage, my
father eloped with my mother. She opened her bedroom
window in the dead of night (the townhouses in Baja
were of bungalow type), he helped her down from the
windowsill, they ran to the boat, and rowed six miles
upstream until they reached Veranka Island and the
weekend house.
I should have been born nine months later, but I was
in a hurry. When my mother’s pregnancy became obvious,
their parents relented, and there was a shotgun wedding.
My mother was one of four siblings: one of her
brothers was an architect; the other was a doctor, a
dermatologist, practising in Budapest. Her older sister,
Böje, was an assistant to her dermatologist brother. She
rented a flat in Deák Square, on the second floor of a
tall house which, later, in World War II, was so damaged
that they had to pull it down. Today Kempinsky Hotel
stands in its place. When, in the year 1999, I accompanied
Mary McAleese, the President of Ireland, to Budapest, we
were both housed in that hotel. My room happened to be
on the second floor. ‘I returned where I was born,’ I said,
relating her the story.
In February 1934, my mother, eight months pregnant,
visited her sister in Deák Square. Suddenly, and without
any warning, she was in labour.
In the meanwhile my father was again in the weekend
house on the island, deer shooting. He told me this story
on my tenth birthday. ‘The day was cold, deep snow
covered the branches of the trees in the forest. I got up
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to go deer stalking. It was legal to shoot a hind even in
February, and deer were plentiful in Veranka. Going on
the embankment slowly, in knee-deep snow, I spotted a
hind, lifted my rifle from my shoulder, and then, bang, it
went off in the air. I must have forgotten the safety catch.
Yet to my amazement, the female deer did not run away
but turned and looked at me straight in the eye. Then I
stepped nearer and spotted a newborn baby deer next to
her. I looked at my watch before walking away; it was 7
am. I turned around and went home to Baja. Later in the
day the postman delivered a telegram. It said:
Your son was born at 7 am in Budapest.

My parents rented a small flat in Baja. Although their
elders were reasonably well-to-do, they lived largely from
my father’s modest salary. The improvement came in 1940
when he was promoted to deputy manager. A comfortable
house was built for us, with a garage for the Opel, a garden
with apple trees, and a separate small suite for the maid.
We moved in at springtime. My mother was pregnant, my
father was conscripted, for Hungary faced two military
moves: the return-reoccupation of Transylvania, and the
reoccupation of the southern lands, former southern
Hungary territories which had been ceded to Yugoslavia
in 1919.
My father hated being a soldier, although his family
had a military tradition. In the First World War, his
father, József Kabdebó de genere Talpas, had fought in
the Galician campaign (in Galicja, now part of Poland)
as a captain, major, and colonel of the Austro-Hungarian
army, and was awarded the highest military honour,
the Iron Cross. He was wounded in battle against the
Russians, and once, in 1916, he had evaded capture against
all odds by concealing himself inside a well for a day until
the Hungarian Hussars reoccupied the area.
When my father was conscripted, he had the
comfortable role of master of provisions in his regiment

Photographs, 1870–1941
Right: The author’s greatgrandmother, Benigna
Kacskovics, in Budapest in
1870, before her marriage
to Gyula Kabdebó.
On the following page she
appears in a photograph
(taken c. 1880) in front
of the house where she
and Gyula Kabdebó lived
at Talpas (in the southeastern Hungary area
ceded to Romania after
World War I).
Below: Family home
of Benigna Kabdebó at
Szőllőskislak, Balaton, in
western Hungary ; now
a wine museum [photo
courtesy of Bob Pippen].
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Right (front):
The author’s
grandfather, József
Kabdebó de genere
Talpas*, at Baja in
1912, then Captain
(later Colonel) of
the Hussars in the
Austro-Hungarian
army, (son of
Benigna and Gyula
Kabdebó).
Below: The
Kabdebó house at
Talpas in Transyl
vania, c. 1880,
(with the author’s
great-grandmother, Benigna). [*This property in south-eastern
Hungary gave rise to the title of nobility ‘Talpas’ used by that
generation, and was in a part of Hungary ceded to Romania
after World War I. The house was burned down in 1919.]
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The author’s parents Klári (née Kelen) and Béla Kabdebó, at
the Baja stud, in 1933, the year of their marriage.

The author’s father, Béla
Kabdebó, in 1942.

The author with his mother at Baja
in 1934.
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Revolution Diary:
The Soviets Return
Sunday 4th to Sunday 11th November, 1956

T

he windowpanes suddenly tremble. The three of us
start up in fear, in the morning sunlight. We have
two rooms – Jo is sleeping in Aunt’s as there isn’t space
for two beds in mine. Aunt stands at the window. In her
nightgown, she looks like an apparition. Jo is in pyjamas
commandeered from me. They hang down over her feet.
I brace the door-jamb. I’m freezing with cold and the
chill of reality. Boo-oom, Boo-oom. For some seconds
we stare at each other in silence. We know from each
other’s looks, and the horror present in the flickering
light, that they are back, they haven’t gone away. Aunt
switches on the radio. I automatically begin to dress. The
radio crackles. Jo listens numbly, in a trance. Breaking
through the crackle comes the voice made familiar in the
past ten days – strange, mixed days, filled with exaltation
and illusion – and the once calm voice, with its distinctive
Kaposvár accent, sounds distinctly hollow: ‘This Is Imre
Nagy Speaking…’
‘Where are you going, son?’ Aunt is forcing herself to
stay calm. ‘To the Military Command at the university.’
Jo lifts her head. ‘I’m coming with you.’ ‘In pyjamas?’ Her
reply is to pull her revolutionary outfit over the pyjamas.
She is still doing up the laces on her boots as I examine
the lock of my rifle. ‘I want to fight too,’ she says. ‘Fine,’
I reply, ‘but what with?’ From the pocket of her stormjacket, she produces a little ornamental pistol, white and
lady-like, with silver bullets, the sort of thing Agatha
86
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Christie heroines carry about in their reticules. I tell her:
‘You can’t come.’ Those lovely black eyes, seductive even
in rags, gaze imploringly. ‘Look someone has to look after
the two old bone bags – your Dad, my Aunt,’ I explain.
‘You’d better take my pistol then,’ she says. I shove it in
my pocket. I run all the way to the university. Some fifteen
to twenty students are milling around the Command,
drawing weapons. The queue grows steadily behind me.
During my year out of study, my year-group completed
their compulsory military service down south. In the
queue I recognise four colleagues from the tutorial groups,
in uniform, with close-cropped hair, waiting nervously to
collect the loaded magazines for their automatic pistols.
Seeing me there, Somló embraces me, Molnár grins and
smirks, Pátkai raises his eyebrows. Tóth is piled so high
with ammunition – hands, shoulders, back, and bottom
– that he fails to notice my presence. The officer fixes
each of us with the question: ‘What are you going to
do?’ ‘What are we going to do? What can we do? ’ everyone
whispers and mutters. The smaller groups eventually set
off. Others withdraw into corners or to the side of the
road. Old buddies and acquaintances select one another
with glances or broken words. The supply of weapons runs
out, the room empties. We too withdraw to one side, five
of us, to hold a parley. Whoever thought of it first, one
good idea emerges: to sign on as guards in the girls’ hostel.
Each of us, directly or indirectly, has memories of 1945.
The liberating troops sometimes distributed bread but
more often helped themselves to women, whether those
women wanted it or not. The rightness of our decision
appears, as soon as we reach the entrance to the building
on the corner of Rákóczi Street, in the eyes of half a
dozen girls who catch us in their welcoming crossfire.
Thus did the women of Eger receive the troops of Gergely
Bornemissza. The Faculty houses fifteen of them here, all
four years and several subject departments intermixed.
Half of them I’ve never met. The hostel employees left at
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the start of the Revolution, and they’ve been managing
for themselves: cooking, cleaning, ironing, and running
a communal cash-point under the direction of M—, a
whistle-voiced garden frog with tiny spectacles. By early
morning they are already in the kitchen, peeling spuds.
A girl studying French has been made chief cook, and
Schmidt, now recovered from his injury, is scullion, ladies’
man and general factotum. At lunchtime – at the smell
of potato soup, as Márti puts it – a seventh lad appears,
demanding admission with a violent hammering on the
double-locked main door. It is Z—, the poet.
Outside in the streets the Russian tanks are running
amok. They quickly break through the defensive ring
wherever they meet it. ‘Saint Christopher, how many of
them are there?’ sighs a girl next to me. I noticed her the
moment we arrived, goggling at me with her carbuncle eyes.
‘Is there a mathematician here?’ I ask the entire company,
huddled behind the porter’s cubicle. ‘Why?’ croaks the
little frog. ‘To count the Russians, most probably.’ Only
the dark-skinned girl sees the joke, manoeuvring her wellformed bottom into agreeable proximity. All over the floor
space, sitting, standing, squatting on heels, we eat from
plates and mess-tins, and, like primitive communities,
we discuss common problems over our chores. Thus it is
agreed: we won’t shoot at anyone unless they shoot first. If
we stick to this peaceful policy we might avoid shooting
and damage to the building. Above all, we won’t draw
attention to the presence of girls. If they still come, and
try to use force, then we will defend ourselves.
‘Does the building have a rear entrance?’ asks Szaniszló
Molnár (who, despite a posh name, is the son of a Bácska
peasant. Before his christening his tipsy potato-farming
father picked his name out of a calendar: it was Szaniszló’s
day). The girls lead us to a rear door cut into the fire wall,
with a tiny lock on it. The caretaker has taken the key
away with him. The wall is six feet high, not easily scaled.
Next I inquire after the pantry. We’ve no idea how long
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the siege might last. Menci and Márti go on ahead. At
my heels (now who asked her to come?) trots Panka, the
dark-skinned girl. The pantry is in a sorry state. Twentytwo young people would clean it out in a matter of days,
everything from the leftover beans to the smoked ham.
But there is plenty of bread, about thirty loaves. ‘We
mustn’t let it go mouldy,’ says Menci.
Outside, the noise is getting steadily louder: the
rumble and rattle of caterpillar tank-tracks, the more
distant booming of cannon, the reports coming insidiously
nearer. Then at the Astoria Hotel next door weapons start
to crackle, bullets hop on the road. Finally we see them
as we peer out from the windows on the third floor,
dashing with heads down towards the tanks and shooting
on the run. Later, in the afternoon, a burst from a tank’s
machine-gun blasts out the first floor windows. My mates
have stacked all their possessions in a room where there
are bunk beds, off the courtyard. Only Schmidt has
established himself in the cellar, with one mattress for his
fiancée and another for himself.
On Kossuth Lajos Street a tank begins a gunfight and
gets caught between insurgents holed up in shops on both
sides of the road. The tank catches fire, stands engulfed in
flames. Another rumbles into view, halts for half a minute
at the intersection. The tram rails are twisted upwards,
but it just rides roughshod over them, turning its gunturret and shooting at everything it sees. We too are hit.
Z— runs up to the third floor with the submachine gun
slung round his neck, and the rifle on his back, clearly
to use them. Somló, whose Dad is a regular officer, flies
after him to restrain him. ‘You idiot, not yet!’ The other
lads must be hiding in the cellar with the girls, or they
could be anywhere. I take shelter in the porter’s lodge and
phone S—. My notebook has the number of the ‘old lady
next door,’ but ‘only for emergencies.’ Wonder of God, the
phone works, and the terrified neighbours call the sick
girl to the earpiece. Down the line comes the noise of

Revolution, Oct.-Nov. 1956

October 1956: pages from the author’s diary as a student
journalist.

23 October 1956: Students of Eötvös Lóránd University,
Budapest, march along the boulevard (photographed by the
author).
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15 November 1956: Soviet tanks return to the streets of Budapest.

23 November 1956: Some of the 200,000 Hungarian refugees
escaping across the border into Austria.
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two professional offers to get away, if I wanted to get
away. Professor Dahrendorf, of the London School of
Economics invited me for a personal chat to find out
whether I would go and head the LSE library. I said I
was too much committed to my work in Maynooth.
My good friend, the Librarian of the Hungarian
Academy, thrice put forward my name as his possible
successor, and Anna, my wife, thrice declined it. Since the
timing would have been tied with my somewhat earlier
retirement from Maynooth, I could and would have
accepted the offer.
Maynooth as a university had been integrated (and
since 1995 was well-ensconced) into the Irish university
system. The same can be told about the library, which
was, and is, a sister institution to the libraries of Trinity,
the National Library, UCC, UCD, Limerick, and Galway,
whose librarians formed CONUL [Consortium Of
National & University Libraries] and met at least twice
a year to thrash out our national strategies. I remember
most of these meetings with pleasure, and one of them
with particular amusement. Once in the late eighties we
met in the one-time house of the late Sir Tyrone Guthrie,
the theatre producer, in one of the best spots of County
Monaghan. My colleagues had arrived before me, occupied
the rooms assigned to them, and still, miraculously, the
best room, with a view to the lake was left for me. It was
spacious, luxuriously furnished, with a book collection of
signed copies of 20th century authors. On the last morning
of a three-day visit, I inquired from the warden why was I
so privileged to get Lady Guthrie’s lovely room. ‘Because
it was haunted,’ said the man, ‘It was the habit of Lady
Guthrie, long deceased, to come back from time to time.’
Some of my ventures attracted some media attention.
In 1986 I was interviewed by RTÉ [Radio Telefís Éireann,
the Irish National Broadcaster] for 35 minutes, about my
memories of the Hungarian revolution of 1956, and the
possibility of a regime change. ‘Not in my lifetime,’ I

